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The company was founded in 1992 as a result of our passion 
for light and over time has come to offer a complete range 
of furnishings: not only design and production of lighting 
for indoors and outdoors but also furnishing accessories 
and decorative objects with a unique style. Realisations in 
which art and craftsmanship meet, bringing with them the 
authentic flavour of tradition and a contemporary and refined 
aesthetic vision. We like to work with our heart and hands: 
each intervention is carried out in our headquarters by 
specialised craftsmen who transmit their care, passion and skill 
to each creation, in a sort of magic that is renewed every day.

Following the customer throughout the creative process, from 
the idea to the final realisation, being able to provide complex 
and unconventional solutions is what gives us a competitive 
edge, making us the ideal partner for important national and 
international brands.

We work for both the private Home&Living market and the  
high-end Hospitality sector and collaborate with the world’s 
leading brands, designers and architectural firms, offering 
tailor-made solutions that are perfectly suited to the client’s 
needs.
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HOME & LIVING



Astro 
armchair
Design: NSL Lab 

Armchair with structure in handmade 
brass rings of different sizes. 
Upholstery in fabric Dedar, atlas col. 2 
Natural brass finishing. 
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Astro - armchair



ASTRO armchair ASTRO armchair

armchair
lenght: 76 cm 
depth: 58 cm 
height: 71 cm
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Cubus
armchair
Design: NSL Lab 

Armchair with iron structure  
and natural iron finishing.  
Upholstery in fabric Dedar,  
tiger mountain col. 1.

armchair
lenght: 83 cm 
depth: 79 cm 
height: 80 cm
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Cubus - armchair



Savane
armchair
Design: NSL Lab 

Armchair with structure  
in beech solid wood and  
hammered brass tubes. 
Natural brass finishing.
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Savane - armchair



SAVANE armchair SAVANE armchair

armchair
lenght: 80 cm 
depth: 60 cm 
height: 75 cm
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Lady Hamilton
swing
Design: Pont des Arts Studio

Swing with iron structure.  
Upholstery in fabric.  
Antique finishing.

swing
lenght: 90 cm 
depth: 55 cm 
height: 115 cm
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Lady Hamilton - swing



Krypton
console
Design: Pont des Arts Studio 

Console with iron structure. 
Top in natural travertino marble. 
Natural iron finishing.
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Krypton - console



KRYPTON console

console
lenght: 120 cm 
depth: 40 cm 
height: 87 cm

KRYPTON console
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Shanghai
console
Design: NSL Lab 

Console with structure in 
brass tubes of different sizes.  
Top in extralight glass. 
Natural brass finishing. 
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Shanghai - console



SHANGHAI console

console
lenght: 120 cm 
depth: 40 cm 
height: 84 cm

SHANGHAI console
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Krypton
central table
Design: Pont des Arts Studio

Central table with structure  
in hammered brass.  
Top in Patagonia marble.  
Natural brass finishing.
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Krypton - central table



KRYPTON central table

central table
lenght: 200 cm 
depth: 100 cm 
height: 40 cm

KRYPTON central table
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Shanghai
central table
Design: NSL Lab 

Central table with structure in 
hammered brass tubes of  
different sizes.  
Top in extralight glass.  
Natural brass finishing. 
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Shanghai - central table



SHANGHAI central tableSHANGHAI central table

central table
lenght: 90 cm 
depth: 144 cm 
height: 42 cm
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Astro
dining table
Design: NSL Lab 

Dining table with structure in handmade 
brass rings of different sizes. 
Top in natural travertino marble. 
Natural brass finishing.
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Astro - dining table



ASTRO dining table

dining table
Ø: 160 cm 
height: 75 cm

ASTRO dining table
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Krypton
side table
Design: Pont des Arts Studio 

Side table with structure in  
hammered brass.  
Top in Patagonia marble.  
Natural brass finishing.

side table
lenght: 65 cm 
depth: 45 cm 
height: 38 cm
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Krypton - side table



Popigai
side table
Design: Pont des Arts Studio

Side table with structure in  
brass with base and top in  
natural travertino marble.  
Brushed bronze finishing.
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Popigai - side table



POPIGAI side table

side table
Ø: 50 cm 
height: 58 cm

side table
Ø: 50 cm 

height: 58 cm

POPIGAI side table
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Astro
pouf
Design: NSL Lab 

Pouf with structure in handmade  
brass rings of different sizes.  
Upholstery in fabric Dedar, more  
is more col. 003.  
Natural brass finishing.
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Astro - pouf



ASTRO pouf

pouf
Ø: 45 cm 
height: 50 cm

ASTRO pouf
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Krypton
pouf
Design: Pont des Arts Studio 

Pouf with structure in  
hammered brass.  
Uphholstery in fabric Dedar,  
tiger mountain col. 1  
Natural brass finishing.
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Krypton - pouf



KRYPTON pouf

pouf
lenght: 43 cm 
depth: 36 cm 
height: 50 cm

KRYPTON pouf
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Krypton
bookcase
Design: Pont des Arts Studio

• Bookcase with iron structure,  
 in natural iron finishing.
• Book case with structure in brass,  
 natural brass finishing.
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Krypton - bookcase



KRYPTON bookcaseKRYPTON bookcase

bookcase
iron 

lenght: 230 cm 
depth: 30 cm 

height: 290 cm

bookcase
brass 
lenght: 220 cm 
depth: 30 cm 
height: 300 cm
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Flower Pot
Design: NSL Lab

Flower pot with iron structure. 
Natural iron finishing.

lenght: 40 cm 
depth: 40 cm 

height: 120 cm

lenght: 45 cm 
depth: 45 cm 

height: 120 cm
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Flower Pot - planter



Screen Mage
separé
Design: NSL Lab

Room divider with structure in  
brass covered with fabric Dedar  
and polished stainless steel.  
Natural brass finishing.
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Screen Mage - separé



LIGHTING
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LIGHTING



Babelio
table lamp
Design: NSL Lab 

Table lamp with sahara  
marble structure and base  
in hammered brass. 
Natural brass finishing.
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Babelio - table lamp



BABELIO table lampBABELIO table lamp

table lamp
lenght: 20 cm 
depth: 10 cm 
height: 41 cm
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Emporium
table lamp
Design: NSL Lab

Table lamp with hammered rings  
brass and marble cylinders.  
Lamp shade in fabric Dedar.

table lamp
Ø: 45 cm 

height: 64 cm
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Emporium - table lamp



Emporium Locket
table lamp
Design: NSL Lab 

Table lamp with hammered rings  
brass, marble cylinders and lockets  
in lost-wax casting.  
Lamp shade in fabric Dedar.  
Natural brass finishing.

table lamp
Ø: 45 cm 
height: 62 cm
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Emporium and Locket - table 

lamp



Luciole
table lamp
Design: Pont des Arts Studio

Table lamp with structure in brass. 
Lamp shade in fabric Dedar. 
Bronze brushed finishing.

table lamp
Ø: 45 cm 

height: 78 cm
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Luciole - table lamp



floor lamp
Ø:  45 cm 
height: 180 cm

Luciole
floor lamp
Design: Pont des Arts Studio

Floor lamp with structure in brass.  
Lamp shade in fabric Dedar.  
Bronze brushed finishing.
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Luciole - floor lamp



Calla Star
wall lamp
Design: Pont des Arts Studio

Wall lamp with structure in brass.  
Natural brass finishing.

wall lamp
lenght: 9 cm 
depth: 12 cm 

height: 52 cm
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Calla Star - wall lamp



Jiró
wall lamp
Design: Pont des Arts Studio

Wall lamp with structure in brass. 
Natural brass finishing.

wall lamp
lenght: 10 cm 
depth: 12 cm 
height: 50 cm

brushed bronze   |   champagne   |   nickel   |   gold rose 24 kt
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Jiró - wall lamp



Babelio
suspension
Design: NSL Lab

Ceiling lamp with marble  
sahara structure.  
Natural iron finishing.

suspension
lenght: 16 cm 

depth: 5 cm 
height: 41 cm
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Babelio - suspension



Ufo
suspension
Design: Castello - La Gravinese 

Ceiling lamp with sturdust marble  
structure and colored glass.

suspension
Three sizes:  
Ø:  cm 35, 
Ø:  cm 43, 
Ø:  cm 52 
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Ufo - suspension



KRYPTON console   |   BABELIO table lampSHANGHAI console   |   EMPORIUM LOCKET table lamp   |   ASTRO dining table   |   LUCIOLE floor lamp   |   UFO suspension



JIRO’ wall lamp   |   KRYPTON side table    |   EMPORIUM table lamp   |   SAVANE armchairASTRO armchair   |   SCREEN MAGE separé   |   KRYPTON pouf   |   KRYPTON center table



BABELIO suspension   |   ASTRO pouf   |   EMPORIUM table lamp   |CUBUS armchair   |   LUCIOLE table lamp   |   KRYPTON side table   |   JIRO’ wall lamp



 SCREEN MARE separé   |   LADY HAMILTON swingKRYPTON bookcase   |  POPIGAI side table   |   ASTRO armchair
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Via Camillo Chiesa 21 
20005 Pogliano Milanese (MI) Italy

ph. +39 02 99020128
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